Microdosimetry of radon progeny alpha particles in bronchial airway bifurcations.
A Monte Carlo code, initially developed for the calculation of microdosimetric spectra for alpha particles in cylindrical airways, has been extended to allow the computation of microdosimetric parameters for multiple source-target configurations in bronchial airway bifurcations. The objective of the present study was to investigate the effects of uniform and non-uniform radon progeny surface activity distributions in symmetric and asymmetric bronchial airway bifurcations on absorbed dose, hit frequency, lineal energy, single hit specific energy and LET spectra. In order to assess the effects of multiple hits, dose-dependent specific energy spectra were calculated by solving the compound Poisson process by iterative convolution. While the simulations showed significant differences of cellular dose quantities at different cell locations for uniformly distributed surface activities, even higher variations, as high as several orders of magnitude, were observed for non-uniform surface activity distributions, depending on the location of the cell and the local activity distribution.